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TYPOGRAPHIC PHOTO HUNT
This project is structured to give you the opportunity to 
develop your ability to perceive and become sensitive to the 
myriad of typographic messages you are exposed to on a daily 
basis. You are to go out into Downtown Marion and document 
as many different kinds of letterforms as you can. You will be 
given a listing of specific vocabulary words which you must 
find and document. In order to do this you must have a strong 
understanding of each of the vocabulary words. You must also 
develop a strong understanding of the differences between 
these keywords. (For instance, what is the difference between 
Lettering and Calligraphy?) Use your Books...

Take the following list of Typographic terms and define them on 
a typed separate piece of paper, bring to class on Wed Sept. 11.

Next, using your iPhone, Droid, Pixel, or whatever digital camera 
equipment you have, go out and photograph as many different 
kinds of typefaces, custom lettering or other letterforms as you 
possibly can. Your camera will need a camera with at least 8 
mega-pixels or larger. Depending on your camera’s lens, you 
may need to photograph large letters in order to focus the 
image. Tremendous variety in typographic form can be found in 
both large signage and billboards. You will need to shoot many 
images, a minimum of 150 exposures (please refer to evaluation 
criteria). Come to class with color photos printed at 4x6 in size. 
You can have images printed at one of the photo centers in 
town (available at most pharmacies and stores like Meijer) or 
utilize the printers in Beard Arts Center. Write your name and file 
number on the back of each photo (only the good ones).

The goal of each photograph:
> Clearly depict and focus on a few individual letterforms (3 or so)
> Not necessary to photograph entire sentences/complete words
> Clearly document individual letters within the message (sharp)
> Fill the frame as much as possible with letterforms

In addition to quantity, strive for diversity in what you document. 
Don’t only photograph type that you consider beautiful or 
interesting, also photograph type which you find ugly or boring, 
or challenging or inappropriate.

Consider the following as a series of possible starting points:
> Outdoor advertising signage (neon, metal, wood, plastic, etc)
> Graffiti, handwriting; homemade signs; (garage sale, yard sale, etc)
> Posters, flyers and other public notices or warnings
> Road signage and license plates
> Packaging, store displays, etc.
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TYPOGRAPHIC TERMS

Blackletter
Boldface
Calligraphy
Condensed type
Cursive type
Display type
Expanded
Font
Graffiti
Italic
Ligature
Lightface
Lettering
Logotype
Oblique
Ornamented
Roman
Reverse type
Script
Serif
Sans Serif
Text type
Type
Type family
Typeface
Typography
Weight



Bring all of your printed photos and definitions to class. Together 
we will work to categorize every photograph using as many of 
the vocabulary words as possible {most photos will demonstrate 
more than one vocabulary word.} *Name and Number!

After all images are classified, you will gather your printed 
photographs and store them as described during class.
You will also be required to copy your images and place them 
into the appropriate classification folders within our class Google 
Drive space. Next, design a typed listing of all your photos with 
a designation for which vocabulary terms each photo illustrates. 
This will help as we will be creating posters to print and hang for 
large display.

IMAGE QUALITY
> Is each image in-focus?
> Are the letterforms large enough to be distinguished?
> As much as possible, did you fill the frame with letterforms?
> Does each image clearly illustrate visual properties that can 
be used to identify the letterforms based on the list?

VOCABULARY
> How many vocabulary terms did you document? More is good.

VARIETY
> Did you go out of your way to explore and document a wide 
variety of letterforms?

EFFORT
> Did you merely photograph only type you found in your home?
> Did it all come from the web or tv?
> Did you shoot more than the minimum number of photos in 
order to have more high quality images to choose from?
> Did you travel to multiple locations to seek as many different
letter-forms as possible?

PARTICIPATION
> Did you involve yourself in classroom conversations and 
discussions or did you sit quietly in the corner of the room and 
do what you want?

FINAL
> Did you follow all directions specifically?
> Did you fully upload all your images into the right folders?
> Did you meet all deadlines, both in-progress and final?

Due first thing: Monday Sept 16th.
You will place images in our Drive after our Monday class. 
{Group Classification}
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EVALUATION

DUE

instagram.com/signs_of_marion/


